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Abstract

The three-hour life-cycle of the isolated thunderstorm on 15 July 2007 during the Con-
vective and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study (COPS) is documented in de-
tail, with a special emphasis on the rapid development and mature phases. Remote
sensing techniques as 5-min rapid scans from geostationary satellites, combined ve-5

locity retrievals from up to four Doppler-radars, the polarimetric determination of hy-
drometeors and spatio-temporal occurrences of lightning strokes are employed to ar-
rive at a synoptic quantification of the physical parameters of this, during the COPS
period, rare event.

Inner cloud flow fields are available from radar multiple Doppler analyses, gridded on10

a 500 m-mesh, at four consecutive times separated by 15 min-intervals (14:35, 14:50,
15:05, 15:20; all times are in UTC). They contain horizontal winds of around 15 m s−1

and updrafts exceeding 5 m s−1, the latter collocated with lightning strokes. Reflectivity
and polarimetric data indicate the existence of hail at the 2 km level around 14:40.
Furthermore, polarimetric and Doppler radar variables indicate intense hydrometeor15

variability and cloud dynamics corresponding to an enhanced variance of the retrieved
3-D wind fields. Profiles of flow and hydrometeor statistics over the entire cloud volume
provide reference data for high-resolution, episode-type numerical weather prediction
runs in research mode.

The study embarks from two multi-channel time-lapse movie-loops from geosta-20

tionary satellite imagery (as Supplement), which provide an intuitive distinction of six
phases making up the entire life-cycle of the thunderstorm. It concludes with a triple
image-loop, juxtaposing a close-up of the cloud motion as seen by Meteosat, simulated
brightness temperature (as a proxy for clouds seen by the infrared satellite channel),
and a perspective view on the model generated system of cloud cells. By employing25

the motion-geared human visual system, such multiple image loops provide a high,
and as yet hardly utilised potential for a well-grounded specification of further sensitiv-
ity experiments in the modelling community.
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1 Introduction

Thunderstorms constitute an archetype of a fierce meteorological event accompanied
by a fleet of potential dangers, e.g. severe gusts, high precipitation rates, large hail,
and lightning. Within thunderstorms the vertical motion – updrafts and downdrafts sub-
sumed under the term convection – often attains similar magnitudes as the horizontal5

wind or advection, rather than remaining two orders of magnitude smaller as under
typical circumstances. In mid-latitudes, thunderstorms are often connected to dynam-
ical active frontal zones of cyclones or they develop in isolation when atmospheric
conditions favour their initiation, especially on hot summer days. The latter category
exhibits a typical life cycle, for which three phases can be distinguished (Cotton and10

Anthes, 1989, p. 456): the initiation of convection by surface heating and horizontal
convergence at a variety of locations becomes marked by towering cumulus clouds;
the mature stage sees the merger of several cumulus elements into a large convec-
tive system with the formation of various hydrometeors, the occurrence of lightning
discharges compensating previous charge separations, and the onset of precipitation;15

during the dissipating phase downdrafts prevail in the storm’s lower part and block
convective energy being further fed into the storm.

The quantitative documentation of a thunderstorm’s life cycle was among the ob-
jectives of the Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study (COPS;
Wulfmeyer et al., 2011), which had its field phase from June to August 2007 over the20

Vosges-Rhine valley-Black Forest-region in central Europe. The provision of datasets
concerning the airflow, the hydrometeor distribution and lightning locations with an ap-
propriate spatial and temporal resolution complements previous surveys (e.g. Brown-
ing and Ludlam, 1962; Höller, 1994; Lang and Rutledge, 2002) and constitutes an
important ingredient for the ongoing development of high resolution numerical weather25

prediction models and quantitative precipitation forecasts (e.g. Richard et al., 2011).
Multiple-Doppler-analyses integrate data from several Doppler-radars and reveal

the flow components during the mature phase after the onset of precipitation, i.e.
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when sufficient backscattering particles are available. Additionally, independent polar-
ization measurements in two perpendicular planes allow the discrimination of various
hydrometeors. In a pioneering study, Wakimoto and Bringi (1988) mapped a highly
dynamical thunderstorm and the induced microburst on 20 July 1986 over Alabama
(USA), inter alia by superposing the visual external appearance of the cloud system5

(photos) with its internal reflectivity structure. Tuttle et al. (1989) extended the analy-
sis to polarimetric parameters and comparisons with a two-dimensional cloud model.
Frame et al. (2009) combine Doppler- and polarimetric analyses for a supercell thun-
derstorm on 23 May 2002 during the IHOP campaign, whereas Chong et al. (2000)
systematically retrieved from dual-Doppler radar data orographically disturbed flows at10

the southern flank of the Alps during the special observing period of the Mesoscale
Alpine Programme in autumn 1999 including an adequate determination of the vertical
motion. Also Matejka and Barthels (1998) had investigated the accuracy of vertical mo-
tion obtained from radar measurements, while variational refinements of the retrieval
technique are more recent (Shapiro et al., 2009; Lim and Sun, 2010). Dolan and Rut-15

ledge (2007) presented an integrative tool for the analysis and display of multivariate
radar data. As its operational application in Europe is currently limited to special re-
gions (Bousquet et al., 2008), dedicated experimental campaigns, like COPS, are still
necessary for principal case studies.

Lightning strokes are among the most spectacular meteorological phenomena of20

local extent and, as a physical process, possess a long tradition of detailed investi-
gation (e.g. Wilson, 1921). The sound produced by the sudden reversal of the previ-
ously attained charge separation by fast moving hydrometeors cannot be overheard
and makes also in plain language a “thunderstorm” distinct from an ordinary storm.
Specialized studies deal with correlations between flash rate, graupel volume, updraft25

volume and updraft mass flux (e.g. Kuhlman et al., 2006). Others relate observations
of lightning rate to hydrometeor content (Fehr et al., 2005; Deierling et al., 2008) or to
updraft motion (Deierling and Petersen, 2008).
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During the three months of the COPS field phase it was only during IOP8b on 15
July 2007 that an isolated, strong and high reaching, though short-lived thunderstorm
developed just east of the crest line of the Black Forest – much in contrast to the hopes
of the large international team in the field that they can probe a number of such isolated
as well as very pronounced systems, and to old popular wisdom about the peculiarity5

of the region (“... but a Black Forest thunderstorm is not an ordinary circumstance”;
Jerome, 1900, p. 168). Let us first seek an overview of the overall development through
a movie-loop obtained from satellite imagery.

Since the launch of the Meteosat Second Generation geostationary satellite series in
2004 with its multi-channel “spinning enhanced visible and infra-red imager” (Aminou,10

2002), the update rate of one image every 15 min in normal mode and every 5 min
in rapid scan mode provides the opportunity to inspect in detail cloud motions as
time-lapse movie-loops. From data of the experimental rapid scans executed during
COPS, three channel overview images were produced on a stereographic weather-
map-projection (with 10◦ east as vertical meridian). Two loops are provided as a Sup-15

plement to give an intuitive awareness of the horizontal dimensions and the duration
of the thundercloud development as well as its relation to other cloud systems during
15 July 2007: (i) an overview for western and central Europe concatenating 145 im-
ages (movie1.mpg) between 06:00 and 18:00 (all times in UTC) with a nominal display
speed of 14 frames per second (4200-fold speed-up), and (ii) a close up for the wider20

COPS region consisting of 97 images between 10:00 and 18:00 (movie2.mpg) at half
the speed (7 fps; 2100-fold speed up).

These are considered as the overall features of the event, which provide the frame for
the detailed data analyses of this study: (i) well ahead of a frontal cloud band across
France small cumulus clouds develop around 12:00 only over the mountains of the25

Vosges, the Black Forest and the Alps; (ii) the formation of a nearly contiguous, 100-
km-long cloud line over the eastern slopes of the Black Forest by 13:00; (iii) the gradual
enhancements of the cloud line’s southern and northern portions until 14:00; (iv) the
sudden vertical development at the middle location at 14:30, which induces a dark
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shadow to its east; (v) the formation of a wide and curved anvil around 15:00, and (vi)
its detachment as well as north-eastern progression relative to a few remaining cumuli
at low levels.

With an entire lifetime of hardly more than 3 h, the “golden thunderstorm” of COPS
clearly lies close to the border of what can be hoped for the coming decades to be5

the spatio-temporal resolution of both multi-parameter and multiple-radar monitoring
as well as reliable simulation of precipitation complexes in a quasi-operational mode.
The aim of this study is to provide an as complete as possible documentation of the
thunderstorms flow, hydrometeor and lightning characteristics with special emphasis
to its rapid development and mature phase between 14:20 and 15:20. At the end the10

findings are to be combined to a conceptual picture of the event. A juxtaposition of the
mid-level flow structures as inferred from the combined observations and as provided
by a four-fold nested simulation with 500 m resolution points the direction to a series of
sensitivity studies based on this exemplary event.

The paper is structured as follows: the single isolated “text-book case” of a thun-15

derstorm during the COPS period induced several studies from different perspectives,
which are reviewed in Sect. 2. Then the various data sources for our synoptic per-
spective are introduced (Sect. 3), followed by the description of the applied methods
(Sect. 4). The evolving characteristics of the mature and decaying thunderstorm, re-
garding the combined determination of horizontal and vertical flow, hydrometeor dis-20

tribution and lightning positions make the core of the investigation (Sect. 5). Section 6
discusses the findings and points to future applications of the results provided.

2 Previous studies concerning IOP8b of COPS

Following a categorization of trigger mechanisms for deep convection during COPS,
IOP8b was classified as “locally initiated” by Kottmeier et al. (2008). On this day the25

atmosphere over central Europe was essentially cloud free and stably stratified over
the COPS area. Radiosoundings in the COPS area indicated moderate convective
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available potential energy (CAPE) and relative high convective inhibition (CIN) values
(Kalthoff et al., 2009). These observations, however, were not obtained in the vicin-
ity to the developing thunderstorm. The convection initiation process was documented
through a series of MSG satellite images (infrared and visible channels) and low eleva-
tion precipitation scans from Feldberg radar (Aoshima et al., 2008). A convergence line5

was detected in the radial velocity field of the Feldberg radar and identified as a mech-
anism triggering the development of low-level clouds (Kalthoff et al., 2009). Behrendt
et al. (2011) scanned for IOP8b the broad variety of in-situ and remote sensing data
regarding convection initiation processes. Over the Rhine valley the depth of the in-
version topped boundary layer did not exceed 1 km, while it rose to more than 2 km10

by 11:30 at supersite M (see Fig. 1 for geographical location). Here cloud bases were
determined at 3 km above sea level after 13:00.

Besides observational studies, the isolated thunderstorm of IOP8b also attracted
considerable interest of the mesoscale modelling community. Realistic episode-type
simulations with the regional forecasting model COSMO-DE (at 2.8 and 1 km horizontal15

resolutions) resulted in a capturing of the convergence line, but a complete lack of deep
convection, indicating that the atmosphere above the Black Forest was generally hostile
to thunderstorm development, as indicated by the values of CAPE and CIN (Barthlott
et al., 2010). In a following model-comparison study, no less than eight mesoscale
models attempted to reproduce the thunderstorm in an realistic episode-type setting,20

three of which produced sufficient updraft velocities to overcome the convective inhi-
bition. But matters are more complex and contain many subtleties. The French Meso-
NH model, for instance produced deep convection, but exhibited too high moisture
contents compared to those retrieved air the airborne water-vapour lidar LEANDRE
(Barthlott et al., 2011). Sensitivity experiments including variations in the prescribed25

soil moisture content demonstrated how this seemingly remote quantity can indeed
modulate the moisture supply of the atmospheric boundary layer significantly (Richard
et al., 2011). Also, an entire ensemble of detailed hind-casts with a research version
MetOffice’s Unified Model only produced deep convection after manually adjusting the
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moisture content in the boundary layer closer to the non-routine COPS data. More-
over, the low level convergence line had to lie to the east of the Black Forest crest-line
already by noon (Hanley et al., 2011).

Considering the apparent difficulties to realistically simulate the quickly evolving and
short life cycle of the IOP8b-storm with state-of-the-art mesoscale models, Kirshbaum5

(2011) conducted semi-idealized, two-dimensional numerical experiments in ensemble
mode with a cloud-resolving model tailored for the explicit simulation of moist convec-
tion. They were inspired by the isolated COPS thunderstorm and initialized by gener-
alized profiles obtained from the upstream radiosounding station Burnhaupt. On the
lee side of a symmetric mountain of Black Forest dimensions the low-level environ-10

ment, which was generally hostile to the development of deep convection, experienced
a gradual removal of CIN and moistening through shallow cumuli. For some of the ran-
domly varied background wind conditions a rapid succession of updrafts ejected by
the convective core provided a favourable environment for subsequent updrafts which
ascended up to the tropopause level.15

The brief survey of previous studies clearly shows that a consistent combination of
the available remote sensing perspectives during the developing, mature and decaying
phases of the deep convection event is still lacking. Both numerical conceptions, the
realistic NWP as well as the partly idealized cloud resolving models, need reference
data with good spatial and temporal resolution.20

3 Data sources

This study takes a synoptic view on the rapid development, mature and decay phases
of the IOP8b-thunderstorm. The key physical quantities are cloud top heights; hori-
zontal winds and their vertical shear; vertical motion, especially pronounced cores of
updraft and downdraft; hydrometeor types and concentrations; and positions of light-25

ning strokes. In this section the different data sources are introduced.
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3.1 Spectral channels of SEVIRI on Meteosat

As stated in the introduction, several channels of the SEVIRI instrument on the Me-
teosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite are used here (Schmetz et al., 2002). The
images used for the movie-loops and displayed as parts of Figs. 4 and 13 are rgb-
composited from the visible channels at 0.6 µm (red), at 0.8 µm (green), and the in-5

verted infrared channel at 10.8 µm (blue). All three have a nominal horizontal resolution
of 3 km. The image resolution is enhanced by adding the better resolved broad band
high resolution visible channel (HRV with 1 km nominal resolution) to the former two,
following the technique defined by Krebs (2006) [p. 34]. During COPS, the European
Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) operated10

the standby spacecraft Meteosat-8 in experimental rapid scan mode with the intervals
between scans reduced to 5 min (instead of 15 min for the full disc). The rapid scans
are used here.

While the visible channels clearly map the horizontal extent of isolated clouds and
movie-loops depict their advection, cloud top heights can be estimated from infrared ra-15

diances (Roberts and Rutledge, 2003). Established empirical relationships and thresh-
olds in local timeseries with short update intervals allow to infer the vertical develop-
ment of convective clouds. The drop below 0 ◦C of the brightness temperature derived
from the 10.8 µm radiances is related to vertically growing cumuli with ongoing glacia-
tion, whereas an equality of brightness temperatures at 10.8 µm and at 6.2 µm indicates20

a cloud top at the tropopause (Mecikalski and Bedka, 2006). Following Mecikalski et al.
(2010) four indicators are used to specify time and location of the onset of deep con-
vection (see Table 1). The findings are cross-validated with analogous deductions from
radar measurements and lightning positions.

3.2 Radar observations25

A weather radar (radio detection and ranging) emits microwave pulses and de-
tects the small fraction of pulse energy which is backscattered to the antenna by
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hydrometeorological targets, e.g. raindrops, snowflakes, ice particles. Radars with
Doppler-capability additionally measure the relative velocity of hydrometeors along the
line of the radar pulse. An overview of modern weather radar applications is given
by Meischner (2003). In this study we use data of five radars, namely two Doppler-
radars of Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) at Feldberg and Türkheim, the Doppler-radar5

at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), the truck-mounted Doppler-radar on
wheels (DoW) positioned at Fessenheim on 15 July, and the polarimetric Doppler radar
(Poldirad) of DLR, which was deployed at Waltenheim during the entire COPS period.
DoW operates in the X-band frequency band, the other four in the further reaching C-
band. A number of installation dependent radar parameters, as range step, pulse rep-10

etition frequency (PRF), and single or dual PRF-operation mode are given in Table 2
along with derived quantities as maximum range (rmax) and the highest unambiguous
radial velocity (vmax). Details of the multiple-Doppler analysis, which combines data
from several radars, are given in Sect. 4.

The DWD-radars at Feldberg and Türkheim are operated routinely in two different15

scan strategies: a precipitation scan at low elevation (0.8◦) every 5 min and a full vol-
ume scan every 15 min. The latter mainly includes 18 different elevations downwards
from 37◦ to 0.5◦ with a better velocity resolution but shorter maximal range, while five
additional scans upward from 0.5 to 4.5◦ are obtained with larger range, but lower ve-
locity resolution (cf. Table 2). Radar data from Karlsruhe are available from the CERA20

database (http://cera-www.dkrz.de) every 10 min containing 13 elevations in ascend-
ing order. Poldirad repeated regular scans every 10 min but only at 3 elevations (1◦, 2◦,
20◦). They are augmented by high resolving range height indicator (RHI) scans as well
as by plan position indicator (PPI) sector scans with more than three elevations.

The mentioned observation details indicate that the consistent scanning of the25

quickly evolving deep convection event of short duration is (i) an extra challenge during
the fixed routine schedule of DWD, and (ii) a sort of reactivity test for research radar
operators who work long hours in the field for weeks. From 14:43 several series of
RHI-slices moving with the strongest cell were undertaken. The DOW position from the
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storm proofed to be beyond the range of near-field operation; from 14:30 to 14:47 three
far-field scans with low vmax were undertaken.

The derivation of a consistent spatio-temporal allocation of unambiguous Doppler-
observations forms the core of this study. Data from the three radars Feldberg,
Türkheim and Karlsruhe are used for a series of triple-Doppler analyses at 15 min in-5

tervals (Table 3). Interpolation details are given in Sect. 4. Observations from Poldirad
and DoW are used for cross-checks at intermediate times.

3.3 Lightning location

The location and time of lightning discharges is obtained from the European Lightning
detection Network (LINET), which is in operation since 2004. Lightning is registered10

when the same electromagnetic pulse is observed at a minimum of four sensors of the
network, which covers central Europe with a an average displacement of 100 km. Four
additional sensors were installed in the COPS region for the duration of the campaign.
Source locations can be determined with an accuracy of 50 m. LINET discriminates
cloud-to-ground lightning from intra-cloud lightning and provides an estimates of the15

emission height for intra-cloud events. All technical features of LINET and comparisons
with other lightning detection systems are described in Betz et al. (2004) and Schmidt
et al. (2005).

Compared with satellite or radar measurements, the temporal and spatial resolutions
of lightning observations are accurate indeed. In this study lightning locations are used20

as an indirect indicator for, e.g. updraft strength, turbulence or type hydrometeors, in
particular during the early mature state of the thunderstorm and within the strongest
updrafts.
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4 Radar retrieval methods

Data from five radars with differences in wavelength, detection capabilities and scan-
ning patterns were used in a coherent fashion in order to obtain a consistent determi-
nation of the storm’s transient three-dimensional flow characteristics and hydrometeor
content. Up to four C-band radars were combined to multiple Doppler-syntheses, while5

some scans obtained by the X-band DoW were used for consistency checks. Here
we document how the flow characteristics were retrieved for an appropriate spatio-
temporal grid and how hydrometeor content was determined from polarimetric mea-
surements obtained by Poldirad.

4.1 Doppler-wind retrievals10

Observational radar datasets (except from Poldirad) were obtained from the COPS
archives at CERA and converted to a common format. As region of special interest,
a Cartesian grid was defined with its origin at 48.3329◦ N and 8.3335◦ E (Fig. 1, right
panel). This point coincides with the 70 km distance from Poldirad at the 130◦ azimuth.
The size of the retrieval domain has an horizontal extent of 55×30 km and a height15

of 14 km. Distances of the grid points to the four C-band radars range from 25 km to
135 km.

The synthesis of multiple-Doppler winds is achieved by the CEDRIC software pack-
age (Miller and Fredrick, 1998) in close combination with the mapping programme
REORDER (Oye and Case, 1995), both developed at NCAR with a special emphasis20

on observations from field experiments (Mohr et al., 1986). After systematic tests, a
constant grid size of 0.5 km was chosen in all three spatial dimensions. Subsequent
applications of REORDER map the radial radar velocities from spherical coordinates
onto the Cartesian grid, separately for each of the radars with grid point dependent radii
of influence in the Cressman-type interpolation scheme. These independent observa-25

tions are synthesized by CEDRIC to consistent Doppler-winds in all altitude levels. An
unfolding of radial velocities was not necessary, as the Nyquist-velocity proved to be
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sufficiently large (Table 2). Standard procedures were applied for data filling and hori-
zontal smoothing.

To account for the fast development and the progression of the disturbed wind field
within the storm, the scanning schedules of the radars at the different elevations were
observed as well as the background wind profile from the 14:00 sounding from Hor-5

nisgrinde. Radial velocities got adjusted for each radar site and iteratively underwent
the REORDER-CEDRIC-sequence until consistent in-cloud flow fields were deter-
mined at four independent nominal observing times separated by 15 min (14:35, 14:50,
15:05, 15:20).

Finally, the vertical wind w was determined by a vertical integration of the continu-10

ity equation using a variational method. Following the approach of Chong and Testud
(1983), a variance of vertical velocity was specified at the upper and lower bound-
aries. Technically, this was realized within CEDRIC via the parameter FRACT inside
the command INTEGR (Miller and Fredrick, 1998). Systematic variations regarding grid
resolution, setting of filter parameters and details in the prescription of the boundary15

conditions proved the vertical velocities to be robust, particularly at mid-levels.
For all grid points an average reflectivity field was obtained, taking into account differ-

ing observations from the different radars. For the statistical sampling of grid points and
the fine-scale display of the results, two horizontal masks were determined. The cloud
masks contain all points with average reflectivity above 0 dBZ, while the updraft mask20

marks region outside of the cloud edge, but with vertical velocity exceeding 2 m s−1.

4.2 Hydrometeor retrievals

Beside ordinary radar reflectivity and Doppler-quantities as radial velocity and spectral
width, the polarimetric quantities obtained by Poldirad during COPS allow estimates
regarding the hydrometeor type in categories as rain, snow, graupel and hail. In this25

study the linear polarization parameters differential reflectivity (ZDR) and linear de-
polarization ratio (LDR) are used in five adjacent cross-sections (RHIs) at 2 degree
azimuth-intervals moving with the strongest cell of the thunderstorm.
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ZDR is used to infer the particle shape, i.e. the ratio of mean upward to sidewards
extent of the particles within a sampling volume of about 1 km3. For radar pulses emit-
ted with alternating horizontal and vertical planes of polarization, ZDR is defined as
the ten-fold logarithmic ratio of the return signals with the same orientation (ZDR
= 10 log(ZH/ZV)). Spherical particles as small raindrops produce ZDR values near5

zero, while large raindrops induce larger horizontal than vertical reflectivity and, thus,
ZDR>0. The typical orientation and fall characteristics of ice particles induce ZDR
values near zero or below. A combination of ZDR and ordinary reflectivity, termed dif-
ferential hail signal (HDR; Aydin et al., 1986) is used to infer the presence of hail below
the melting layer. Above the melting layer, only HDR>30 dB serves as an indicator10

for hail. For pulses emitted with horizontal polarization the linear depolarization ratio
(LDR) is defined as the tenfold logarithmic ratio of the vertical or cross-polar return to
the horizontal or co-polar return (LDR = 10 log(ZHV/ZHH)). LDR is typically found to be
more sensitive to hydrometeor variability within the measuring volume than ZDR. LDR
tends to be very small for sampling volumes composed of only rain or ice particles. Its15

value increases when melting snow, water coated hail or graupel are within the volume.
Therefore it serves as an indicator for ice above the melting layer.

Höller et al. (1994) provided a semi-empirical scheme for the classification of hy-
rometeors solely based on ZDR and LDR measurements, containing different classes
of rain (small and large drops), ices particles (snow, graupel, hail) as well as mixed-20

phase constituents. For the short-lived summer thunderstorm under investigation, the
scheme is applied here in a compact version, which just distinguishes rain, snow, grau-
pel and hail as distinct classes. Furthermore by using Doppler spectral width, regions
of enhanced cloud dynamics can be identified.

5 Detailed flow, hydrometeor and lightning characteristics25

After data and methods have been introduced, we present in a synoptic fashion the
observational findings of the thunderstorm’s characteristics. The documentation of the
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spatio-temporal development is followed by a description of flow characteristics and dy-
namical features including lightning activity. After analyzing the evolution of hydrome-
teor distribution during the storm, the observation results are juxtaposed to comparably
resolved hindcasts of a numerical weather prediction model.

5.1 Location and vertical development of convection5

Brightness temperatures from the 10.8 µm-infrared-channel of Meteosat are used to
identify developing cumuli (Siewert et al., 2010). The pixel-wise, parallax-corrected lo-
cations of cloud formation (BT < 5 ◦C) relative of the Black Forest topography are given
in Fig. 1 for six times during the 80-min-period before the rapid development. Whereas
a first ground based photo of a small cloud was reported for 11:15 UTC (Kalthoff et al.,10

2009), the first 3 km by 3 km SEVIRI pixel fell below the threshold at 13:05 over the
northernmost extent of the southern Black Forest. 20 min later significant cumulus de-
velopment also started above the high terrain to the east of the Murg valley in the
northern Black Forest. These positions coincide with the previously documented line
of low-level convergence (Kalthoff et al., 2009; Behrendt et al., 2011). A further 30 min15

later the development areas moved towards NNE covering more pixels. At 14:05 cu-
mulus generation also started above the elevated saddle area, which separates the
higher terrain of southern and northern Black Forest and lies directly to the east of the
deep incision of the Kinzig valley. The gradual movement of “cool-BT-pixels” motivated
the definition of the region of special interest for the multiple-Doppler syntheses (box in20

the right panel of Fig. 1).
Time series of different overall characteristics of the passive (10.8 µm-channel) and

active (radar reflectivity) remote sensing information are combined in Fig. 2 in order
to check the consistency of the data sources and to obtain estimates for rapid verti-
cal development. Between 14:00 and 14:40 the brightness temperature dropped from25

0 ◦C to −50 ◦C, equivalent to cloud tops growing from 4 to 12 km (assuming a wet
adiabatic lapse rate). The independent cloud top estimates from four radars agree
well until 14:40. Later the thunderstorm’s anvil, consisting of small ice particles, keeps
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its brightness temperature (and height of 12 km) in the satellite data, while the radar-
detectable clouds tops decrease to about 10 km. The vanishing difference of the bright-
ness temperatures from water vapour and infrared channels (6.2–10.8 µm) indicates
that the cloud top reaches the tropopause region (sounding data at 11:00 exhibit
a tropopause just below 13 km; Kalthoff et al., 2009). This proxy for fully developed5

deep convection (Mecikalski et al., 2010) is attained from 14:40 onwards (Fig. 2, lower
panel). After 14:30 maximum reflectivity values from Poldirad exceed 40 dBZ, while
lightning strokes were recorded during the 11 min period between 14:34 and 14:45.

Putting these overall indicators together, we set the begin of rapid development
at 14:20. From the temporal gradient of cloud top height (∆z/∆t = (11–8 km)/(14:30–10

14:25)) the vertical motion of the cloud top is estimated as 10 m s−1. Already by 14:35
the thunderstorm attained its mature phase.

5.2 Three-dimensional flow within the mature storm

Triple-Doppler syntheses of the Feldberg, Karlsruhe and Türkheim radar-data provide
a closer inspection of the flow within the mature storm at 15 min intervals. Figure 315

allows for the 5-km-level a compact depiction of the storm’s extent (regions with dense
arrows), its horizontal structure of two moving reflectivity cores, the highly perturbed
inner-cloud horizontal motion and the patterns of updrafts and downdrafts. At 14:35
a strong updraft core (wmax = 10.5 m s−1) coincided with maximum reflectivity in the
southern part of the northern cell (position: (x,y) = (15 km, −10 km)). It is there where20

the horizontal flow directions deviated most from the general motion towards NNE. A
second, smaller updraft was situated at the cell’s northern flank. At 14:50 the low reflec-
tivity core at the southern edge of the box had increased, while the northern cell had
grown in extent in a north-easterly direction. Areas of downward motion (blue tones)
increased, while upward motion is sustained at the cells southern flank. At 15:05 there25

were still two separate reflectivity cells which perturbed the horizontal flow consider-
ably. The cloud-mask region, where high-resolution flow determination is meaningful,
filled the box along its 60 km long diagonal. Patches of upward and downward motions
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alternated. By 15:20 the north-easterly progression had continued, reflectivity cells got
united with shrinking extent. The densely resolved flow appeared less perturbed, ex-
cept within the downdraft at the southern flank of the system. The decay of the storm
had begun.

In order to obtain a clearer appreciation of the strongest cell’s rapid development, a5

composite of a rectified lateral photograph, lightning locations and synthesized radar
parameters in the photographer’s perspective is given in Fig. 4, augmented by the plan
view of three MSG rapid scans at 5 min-intervals. The photograph stems from a series
taken from the Poldirad site, some 80 km away from the cloud. The axes of azimuth
and elevation angles were uniquely determined by recovering the distinct silhouette of10

the Black Forest from this location in a high-resolution topographic dataset. The verti-
cal extent of the multiple radar reflectivity contours at 14:35 (black lines) coincide with
the photo of 14:42, while the cloud’s progression to the north-east (i.e. to the left) is
evident from the 2◦ difference at the trailing (right) side. Otherwise, the high lateral
gradient of reflectivity at mid-levels is consistent with the visually distinct cloud bound-15

ary composed of the convex elements of a cumulus congestus at 132◦ azimuth. The
cloud tail around 2.5◦ elevation and 134◦ azimuth remains stationary through several
photographs (not displayed); it appears to be a region of entrainment, consistent with
the flow field in Fig. 3. The area of imminent vertical growth at 3◦ elevation and 133◦

azimuth is too small to be properly resolved in the multiple-Doppler analysis.20

The azimuth band between 126◦ and 132◦ contains the region of most active devel-
opment, where updrafts exceeding 11 m s−1 and lightning strokes, both in-cloud and
cloud-to-ground ones, are collocated. The highest part of the cloud (elevation >10◦ at
128◦ azimuth) is situated directly above the strongest updraft. Areas of downward mo-
tion lie mostly at the edge of the cloud. Note that all retrieved parameters are sampled25

along the lines of sight (i.e. into the cloud); therefore upward and downward motion
appear to overlap in places. The three small satellite scenes at 5 min intervals put the
lateral view in perspective: (i) the viewing angle of 18◦ merely covers a small part of the
entire elongated cloud system; (ii) the shadow throwing anvil dominates the satellite
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perspective from some 36 000 km, while the side view from about 80 km reveals sepa-
rated cumulus complexes. The (not corrected) parallax of the viewing geometry places
the elevated anvil too far north relative to its shadow on the ground. Therefore (geo-
stationary) satellite imagery is most valuable for qualitative estimates of a convective-
cloud-system’s extent and it progression with time, while more a precise assessment5

of timing and location necessitates remote sensing equipment in closer proximity.
Following the spatial depiction of the radar-retrieved flow structure and a plausibility

check against the visible appearance of the thunder-cloud, a statistical analysis of the
flow’s vertical profile provides additional information. Four consecutive profiles of hori-
zontal wind speed and direction are determined as mean and standard deviation taking10

in account all cloud-mask points of the triple-Doppler analyses (Fig. 5) and juxtaposed
to the 14:00 sounding at Hornisgrinde supersite (H in Fig. 1). The averaged profiles
were smoother than the sounding at a single (and drifting) location, while the overall
height dependence was consistent with a rather uniform direction between 4 and 12 km
(southerly from 200◦) and gradually increasing with height from below 5 m s−1 (at 2 km)15

to 15 m s−1 (at 12 km). At 14:35 the fluctuations were largest at the highest levels,
while the standard deviation diminished somewhat at the later instants when its largest
values were found at mid-levels. Meaningful retrievals were only possible above 1.7 km
where radar beams are unblocked by orography from all radar-sites. At 14:35 the mean
wind shear below the 6 km level amounted to about 8 m s−1, which is consistent to the20

empirical threshold value which distinguishes single-cell from multi-cell thunderstorms
(Markowski and Richardson, 2010, p. 206). Analogous statistics for the vertical wind
are assembled in Fig. 6, separately sampled over all valid data points (red), as well as
over those exhibiting rising (green) or sinking (blue) motion. At 14:35 mean updrafts
were more intense than downdrafts and exceed 2 m s−1 at all levels with standard de-25

viations around and above 4 m s−1, which appears to be consistent with the storm’s
most active phase. During the following 45 min the downdraft-strength was exceeding
the updraft-strength and the variability shrinks from the top. At 15:20 vertical velocities
exceeding 2 m s−1 were confined to the 4 km level, while mean vertical velocities were
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found to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal ones (0.1 m s−1

versus 10 m s−1). The distinct convective event was about to be over.

5.3 Uncertainty of wind retrieval results due to enhanced cloud dynamics

For evaluating the uncertainty of the derived three-dimensional wind field, the mea-
sured radial velocities were compared with retrieved values for each radar and sum-5

marized as a root mean square (rms) deviation. From 14:50 onwards all rms-values are
within a range of 0.5 and 2.5 m s−1, indicating a compliance of the retrieved wind vec-
tors with the original measured radial components (Fig. 7). For the early mature phase
at 14:35, the rms-values are significantly enhanced. They are in agreement with the
trend of horizontal and vertical profile statistics (in Figs. 5 and 6) and appear plausible10

because of more vigorous cloud dynamics during this phase. For instance, the local
rms-maximum at 8 km altitude amounts to 3.5 m s−1 at 14:35 and decreases to 2.5 at
14:50. Furthermore, at 14:35, the rms-trend for altitudes higher than 10 km increases
linearly with height, attaining a value of 6.5 m s−1 at the presumed cloud-top height of
12 km. Apparently, the enhanced rms-values are induced by the rapid growth of the15

cloud during the 15-min-retrieval-interval. A shorter radar observation cycle would pre-
sumable provide retrievals with smaller rms-deviations, also for rapid developments.

To investigate the effect of strong dynamic and turbulence in more detail, special
fourfold-Doppler retrievals were performed, including RHI scans of Poldirad, and com-
pared with additional radar-parameters available from Poldirad. A reference time was20

selected between 14:35 and 14:50, when the cloud was fully developed. The first high-
resolution RHI-scans are available at 14:43; their positions are marked as lines in
Fig. 3b. For the current retrieval these data are blended with the radar data of Feldberg
and Türkheim taken during the 14:45-to-14:52-interval and with the Karlsruhe data from
14:40 to 14:44. Most revealing is a section through the region of maximum reflectivity25

(red line in Fig. 3b). Details are juxtaposed in Fig. 8. First, the RHI-reflectivity is overlaid
with retrieved winds along the section with updrafts (w > 2 m s−1) emphasized as black
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arrows (Fig. 8a). A consistent updraft tube is evident between distances 81 and 85 km
(from Poldirad), collocated with a “tower” of high reflectivity between altitudes of 7 and
11 km. Second, radial Doppler-velocities from Poldirad (Fig. 8b) essentially confirm the
retrieved wind directions for the selected section; the blue region part bounded by alti-
tudes between 7 and 12 km and by horizontal ranges of 73 to 80 km corresponds well5

with the predominant wind direction towards Poldirad in Fig. 8a. Coloured contours in
Fig. 8b surround areas where retrieved winds differ from Poldirad radial velocities by
more than 4 m s−1 (retrieved minus measured differences are positive/negative within
the red/blue contour line). Finally, these areas of enhanced discrepancy are located
between 6 and 8 km altitude and coincide with regions where the Poldirad parameter10

“spectral width of radial velocity” exceeds 4 m s−1 (Fig. 8c), which generally serves as
an indicator for enhanced turbulence within the measurement volume.

For the rapid development phase of the thunderstorm, the multiple-Doppler retrievals
operated near the limit of meaningful temporal resolution (imposed by the fixed scan-
ning routines). Nevertheless, the presented combination of various data sources re-15

vealed a consistent picture of the predominant regions of vigorous cloud dynamics and
turbulence within the storm.

5.4 Relationship between lightning and updraft

Corresponding to the intense cloud dynamics documented by the radar analysis, two
lightning flashes, divided into eight lightning strokes were detected between 14:4020

and 14:42 inside the 1 km range of the selected RHI-plane (Fig. 8c). The locations
of ground and cloud lightning strokes are concentrated near the 82 km range distance
from Poldirad at the south-east flank of the thundercloud. These lightning positions
complete the dynamic picture of the current state, because of matching well with the
region of higher cloud dynamics in Fig. 8c and with the updraft tube – indicated by the25

black arrows and the reflectivity tower in Fig. 8a.
Because of the low time resolution of 15 min interval from the triple-Doppler analysis

compared to only 12 min of lightning occurrences, no statistical correlation could be
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composed for an updraft-lightning relationship. However the spatial distribution of up-
draft depth from triple-Doppler analysis at 14:35 (considering only updraft exceeding
5 m s−1) was compared to lightning locations in Fig. 9. For this, the 69 lightning strokes
were grouped into 22 lightning flashes by summarizing strokes within 2 s and 30 km.
(Note, grouping result does not depend on choose of parameters; in fact the same5

results were achieved by changing the parameters by a factor of 2.)
The temporal evolution of lightning flashes in Fig. 9 is denoted by labels with two-

minute time intervals starting with first flash at 14:39. Besides the latest lightning flash
location at 14:45 (mark as number 6) and the single point (marked as number 1),
lightning positions match well within the area of extended updraft. Note, both lightning10

flashes, marked as number 4, are displayed at RHI scan in Fig. 8c. However besides
lightning strokes belonging to flash number 6, all strokes positions are displayed in
Fig. 4 which demonstrates the relationship between high vertical motion and lightning
as well. By summarizing all updrafts exceeding 5 m s−1 and 10 m s−1, the updraft vol-
ume at 14:35 above the melting zone (>5 km) was estimated to 210 km3 and 16 km3,15

respectively. Together with results from Palucki et al. (2011) which determined an up-
draft (>5 m s−1) volume of 25 km3 for a less active, two-flash-producing thunderstorm,
this result is interpreted as a further indicator, that the number of flashes is related to
the updraft volume.

5.5 Classification of hydrometeors20

The evolution of distribution of hydrometeor content during the thunderstorm’s lifetime
is evaluated by using polarimetric radar data from vertically high resolved RHI scans
from POLDRIAD. Up from 14:43, these RHI scans were taken every teen minutes for
five different azimuth angles with an increment of two degrees. In detail, the hydrom-
eteor content is estimated for the south-easterly flank during the early mature phase,25

denoted as red line (130◦ scan) in Fig. 3b. A first indicator for the presence of hail in
the lower part of the thundercloud is the high reflectivity (>60 dBZ) at the distance of
82 km and a “hail spike” at 86 km (Fig. 8a) due to unresolved multiple scattering waves.
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By analyzing ZDR in Fig. 10a, the melting layer is identified between 2 and 3 km
altitude. While below 3 km, positive ZDR values (between 3 and 4 dB) are prevailing,
the upper part is dominated by ZDR values around zero. These are indicators for large
rain drops below and the presence of ice particles above the melting level. High LDR
values (>−30 dB) in Fig. 10b mark the region of mixed hydrometeors, which is inter-5

preted as wet ice particles above the melting layer, and a rain-ice mixture (up to wet
hail stones) below. The strong hail differential reflectivity (HDR) over 32 dB at around
3 km documents the evidence of large ice particles, typically hail in this region. The
local maximum at the HDR signal exceeding 10 dB at 1.5 km altitude is a further in-
dicator for the probability that hail could reach the ground. Summarizing polarimetric10

radar parameters by using hydrometeor classification according to Höller et al. (1994)
in Fig. 10d, below the melting layer, (strong) rain was found in some regions mixed with
hail. Furthermore, the upper left part of the cloud consists of dry ice particles (snow), at
the centre wet ice crystals known as graupel dominates. The rain “outliers” in the upper
part collocated with high ZDR spreading are in agreement with an enhanced Doppler15

spectral width (Fig. 10c) in this area and point to tight link between microphysical de-
velopment and turbulent cloud dynamics.

To document the life cycle of convection, hydrometeor types are evaluated in a sta-
tistical manner. For all available RHI scans in every 10-min-intervals, four hydrometeor
classes were determined. They were counted for each altitude and finally standardized20

by dividing by all used points in the volume. The result is a volume fraction for each type
of all altitude levels (Fig. 11). The advantage of using number of volume bins instead of
altitude bins for standardizing lies in the fact that altitude levels with only a few bins are
not be emphasized. Figure 11a shows the cloud during the early phase of the mature
state, in which hail was classified in a fraction of 3 % of total volume. At 14:43 snow25

exhibited the highest volume fraction at an altitude of 10 km. Corresponding to decreas-
ing cloud top height the maximum of snow occurrences decreased to the 5 km-height
by 15:13. The shape of the graupel-profile was similar to the snow-profile but with the
maximum at lower altitudes. The fraction of rain within the whole volume increased
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during the dissipation of the thunderstorm, while the absolute number of classified rain
bins decreased.

5.6 Time evolution of cloud top height

As seen in Fig. 2, radar derived cloud-top heights reached its maximum approximately
at 14:40. Finally, after last lightning flash at 14:45, the decay process was in progress.5

The accurate extend of cloud-tops was evaluated by using parallax corrected cloud-top
pixel positions from MSG infrared channel (10.8 µm) and radar based triple-Doppler
results (Fig. 12). As shown in Fig. 2, lower brightness temperatures correspond well
with higher radar cloud-top heights. As seen in Fig. 12b and c cold MSG pixels are
inside the 12 or 13 km contour line from radar. But at 15:20, cloud-top height derived10

from brightness temperature differ from radar derived one, as seen in Fig. 2 as well as
pixel pattern and contour lines in Fig. 12d. A possible reason for this phenomenon could
be the ice shield located at the upper part of the cloud (e.g. seen at visible channel in
Kalthoff et al. (2009), Fig. 2d). These smaller ice particles could only be detected by
infrared data from MSG satellite but not by the radar.15

The satellite images of visible high resolution channel, infrared red channel and
low-level radar reflectivity of this COPS case were displayed and compared e.g. by
Kalthoff et al. (2009) and Aoshima et al. (2008). A detailed view of the location accu-
racy shows that the first radar reflectivity area at 14:30 matched well with the location of
low brightness temperature from infrared channel and reflectivity from high resolution20

visible channel of MSG satellite. While the cell seen by the satellite moves northeast-
wards, the radar cell moves slowly in more easterly direction. The reason is given by
different wind directions in different altitude levels. While infrared and visible channel
observed the top of the cloud, the 5 min precipitation radar scan from Feldberg at 0.8◦

elevation detected approximately the 1 to 2 km altitude level at this area. As seen in25

Fig. 13, the cloud at 15:20 was stretched over a range of more than 50 km while strong
winds (>20 m s−1) from south occurred at the northern upper part (30–50 km range and
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8-12 km altitude) and slow to medium winds (5–10 m s−1) blew from the south-west at
the central bottom part (10–15 km range, 2 km altitude).

5.7 Cross-validation with simulated flow structure

Data from atmospheric field experiments are regularly used to increase the under-
standing of physical processes acting during the sampled episodes and to aid the val-5

idation process of appropriate simulation models, which ultimately aim at reliable op-
erational forecasts. They assist to establish a close link between the natural laboratory
of the atmosphere and the numerical laboratory of the modelling system (Volkert and
Gutermann, 2007). In this section we exemplify how a tight combination of satellite and
radar data retrievals with results from non-hydrostatic nested simulations contributes10

to the cross-validation (Hollingsworth, 1994) of observation and simulation, as both
domains contain inevitable uncertainties.

The mesoscale non-hydrostatic modelling system MesoNH is applied for 15 July
2007 in episode-mode (cf. Richard et al., 2011, and references therein). The large
scale initialisation stems from ECMWF analyses at 00:00 UTC , while the finest hori-15

zontal grid-spacing in the 4th embedded nest of 180×190 grid points over the central
portion of the Black Forest was, for this study, reduced to 500 m. Model generated radar
reflectivity fields, obtained through the application of a forward operator (details in the
appendix of Richard et al., 2003) allow to depict the calculated mid-level flow analo-
gously to the multiple-Doppler analysis at 15 min intervals (Fig. 14). At 14:35 two small20

reflectivity cores are evident which progress with the rather uniform flow towards NNE.
Pronounced updrafts and downdrafts are located at the southern side of the united
cells where the horizontal flows becomes severely disturbed. Compared with the inte-
grated observational result (Fig. 3) the simulated cells are at about the same location,
but smaller in horizontal extent and embedded in a more northerly flow. We note that25

the multiple Doppler flow analysis mainly relies on the relative movements of hydrom-
eteors, while the algorithm extrapolates the flow outside of the reflectivity zones to the
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prescribed background profile. In the simulation, however, the slowly evolving back-
ground flow is provided from the larger scale initial fields and “handed downwards”
through the four computational nests while the spatial resolution gets finer and finer.

A loop through 48 triple images at 5-min-intervals between 12:05 and 16:00
(movie3.mpg from the Supplement) exemplifies both the remarkable agreement be-5

tween observation and simulation as well as apparent discrepancies. In plan view, a
blow-up of the cloud extent as seen by MSG is juxtaposed to the model generated
brightness temperature (BT) within the complete fourth nest of 90 km (west-to-east)
× 95 km (south-to-north) extents. More simulation information is contained in a per-
spective view from the NW onto the simulation domain above the surface topography10

of the Black Forest and its valleys: red cells enclose values of cloud water mixing
ratio> 1 mg kg−1 as a proxy for developing cumuli, the white towering volumes con-
tain reflectivities above 0.1 dBZ, and blue surfaces stand for an ice water mixing ra-
tio> 1 mg kg−1 as a proxy for anvil cirrus. Around 13:00 cool spots of BT<5 ◦C and
red cloud spots are aligned over the eastern heights roughly along 8.4◦ east in accord15

with the observation. First reflectivity cores appear over the southern Black Forest by
13:20. The latter move northwards along the apparent convergence line and shoot up
above mid-tropospheric levels by 14:00. The most active part remains in the rear of
the convective system, which reaches up to 13 km by 15:00 and has nearly collapsed
1 h later. The vertical steps in the reflectivity volume depict the vertical grid-spacing20

of about 500 m at high elevations. The snapshot of 14:55 (Fig. 15) depicts the double-
reflectivity-tower with a common base above the upper Kinzig valley, while the observed
cirrus anvil was already reaching the norther-eastern corner of the area of special in-
terest.

The detailed observational results presented in this section began to serve as start-25

ing point for a series of sensitivity experiments using Meso-NH. So far we can con-
clude that the initiation of deep convection on 15 July 2007 was only possible along the
mesoscale convergence line along the Black-Forest crest. The eventual development,
however, was restricted to the much smaller region above the elevated plain to the east
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of the Kinzig valley and between the still higher crest regions of the northern and south-
ern Black Forest. Details of the simulated storm depend to a high degree on the details
of microphysical scheme. In the present run for instance, the role of hail appears to be
over-represented. Model generated average profiles of hydrometeors (cf. Fig. 11) will
be used to adjust microphysical parameters.5

6 Discussion and conclusion

The synoptic combination of diverse data sources (as images and data from geo-
stationary satellite observations, calibrated ground based photography, multiple radar
measurements, lightning location) provides important extensions to the previous stud-
ies regarding the short-lived, isolated thunderstorm of 15 July 2007 during COPS, in10

particular for the phases of rapid development and maturation. Generally, deep con-
vection was not favoured on that day as the indices of convective available potential
energy (CAPE) and of convective inhibition (CIN) attained only moderate and high val-
ues, respectively. Upward forcing near the ground, however, triggered small cumuli after
noon along a contiguous convergence line along the eastern part of the Black Forest.15

Deeper development only happened in its middle, apparently instigated by channelled
mesoscale flow at low levels along the western edge of the southern Black Forest, as
the high resolution simulation indicates (figure not shown). Animated loops of images
separated by 5 min from both, multi-channel satellite imagery on a weather map pro-
jection as well as simulation generated brightness temperatures and reflectivity cores20

put the deep convection event at the threshold between a single storm with several
updrafts cores and a multi-cell systems composed of a few smaller cells. The short
thunderstorm’s life time could be caused by too low wind shear, so that the down-
drafts are generated too close to the main updraft and cut-off the the cloud feeding
mechanisms for the current cell as well as for all further ones. To overcome the rough25

classification between single and multi-cell deep convection, further investigations of
cloud dynamics are necessary by reducing the gap between high resolved models and
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convenient multi-device observations. A schematic lateral view of the main cloud is
given in Fig. 16 together with the typical locations of important detected features as
updraft and downdraft cores, lightning, turbulence, graupel and hail.

Only the largest cell above the elevated, almost level ground, which separates the
southern Black Forest from its northern part, contained a sufficiently strong and lasting5

updraft volume, so that numerous lightning strokes were generated making up about
two dozens flashes. Its vertical development was most rapid between 14:20 and 14:35
with upward motion of 10 m s−1 at 9 km. During the next 10 min in-cloud activity was
found to be strongest comprising pronounced updrafts collocated with registered light-
ning positions. An empirical linear relationship, from New Mexico cases, between the10

volume of updrafts exceeding a specified threshold was confirmed for our European
case. At the same time and location polarimetric measurements indicate the existence
of hail.

The collage-style combination of three consecutive satellite scenes from geostation-
ary orbit (∼36 000 km away) and lateral, ground-based cloud photography (∼80 km15

away) with multi-radar retrievals and lightning locations provides (i) valuable consis-
tency checks between the observing systems and retrieval algorithms and (ii) an in-
structive visualization of the system’s transient nature and of the observations’ spatio-
temporal limits. Vertical profiles of kinematic quantities over the entire main cell are
available for four instants separated by 15 min. They reveal the rather uniform wind20

direction above 3 km and updrafts over-compensating downward-motion only during
the first quarter of an hour. Vertical RHI-slices of various radar-quantities from Poldirad
were used to put the mentioned statistics in perspective and to obtain a range-height
distribution of the hydrometeor classes rain, snow, graupel and hail. A five-fold vertical
slicing of the moving core cell during for four consecutive 10-min-intervals was used25

to derive vertical profiles of volume fraction of the hydrometeors. Hail was detected
only at the first instance (14:43), while the maxima of the other categories descended
with time. Finally, the strom’s dissipation phase is compactly documented by a juxta-
position of wide-angle lateral photography, satellite view and an along cloud section of
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multi-radar retrieved reflectivity and horizontal flow. A distinct separation becomes evi-
dent of the north-eastward progressing anvil and diminishing convective cells behind.

A central result of the study is the fine scale determination (500 m resolution in all
three directions) of airflow within the thundercloud’s radar reflectivity as retrieved at
15-min-intervals from a triple-Doppler analysis (Fig. 3). Within the growing and north-5

eastward progressing reflectivity cores, horizontal winds are significantly disturbed rel-
ative to the rather uniform flow of their environment. The strongest updrafts are located
at the right rear-side of the cores. The display of the simulated winds field, determined
for the same one-hour-period on a similarly dense fourth grid (Fig. 14), reveals at the
same time (i) a remarkable agreement in location, timing and overall strength of the10

cells, which were solely generated by the evolving larger scale environment initialized
by the numerical weather prediction analysis some 14 h earlier, and (ii) discrepancies
in cell size, size and strength of the horizontal flow disturbance, plus extent and spa-
tial distribution of distinct updraft and downdrafts. The observational flow, hydrometeor
and lightning datasets appear to be of particular value when results of systematic sen-15

sitivity simulations can be displayed is the same fashion. Modelling studies including
electrification were started using this IOP-8b case of COPS as a reference.

The overall value of this study is regarded to be fourfold: first, previous investiga-
tions about the initiation and overall nature of the only isolated and strong thunder-
storm during COPS were extended by detailed glimpses into the systems mature and20

decaying phase, not the least through time laps movie loops from MSG rapid scan
scenes; second, the synoptic perspective based on a variety of passive and active re-
mote sensing systems and ground based photography (approximating the vision of a
human observer) clearly showed that deep convection was eventually sparked in a very
confined area at the saddle point between the Black Forest’s highest parts; third, com-25

parisons with a high resolution numerical weather prediction simulation in research
mode provided valuable cross-validation between both independent approaches, but
also exemplified the narrowed, yet still evident gap between details in observation and
simulation; the motivation to further sensitivities studies, e.g. regarding variants in the
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microphysical scheme or lightning parametrizations became evident; and finally, this
case study can also serve as an instructive example for the growing importance of
computational tools in the knowledge generating process of science (Gramelsberger,
2011). Sophisticated algorithms have to be applied and a lot of purpose-built computing
has to be undertaken in both areas which are independent from another: the data re-5

trievals using distributed sensors, wavelengths, and polarizations as well as the initial-
value dynamical simulations with grid-nesting and a full fleet of physical parametriza-
tions. Though modest in size and duration, the isolated thunderstorm over the central
Black Forest will continue to play its role as benchmark case for the realistic simulation
of deep convection.10

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/12/9717/2012/
acpd-12-9717-2012-supplement.zip.
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Table 1. Selected indicators for identifying convection initiation on 15th July 2007 by using MSG
brightness temperatures (TB) of different channels after criteria from Mecikalski and Bedka
(2006).

Indicator Criteria Attained on 15 July by

cloud depth TB (10.8 µm) <0 ◦C 14:00 UTC
cloud depth ∆ TB (6.2 µm–10.8 µm) exceed −30 K 14:10 UTC
updraft strength TB rate (10.8 µm) <4 K/15 min 14:10 UTC
updraft strength ∆ TB rate (6.2 µm–10.8 µm) >3 K/15 min 14:10 UTC
cloud-top glaciation TB (10.8) drop below 0 ◦C over 15 min 14:15 UTC
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Table 2. Specific properties of different radars during IOP8b; DWD comprises Feldberg and
Türkheim.

radar/
scan modus

PRF [Hz] vmax [m s−1] rmax [km] range
step [m]

repetition
rate [min]

DWD volume
downwards

dual mode (3:2)
1200, 800

32 125 1000 15

DWD volume
upwards

500 6.7 300 1000 15

DWD
precipitation

600 8.0 250 1000 5

Karlsruhe dual mode (4:3)
1153, 864

45 120 500 10

DOW near 2000 15.88 51 150 ca. 3

DOW far 1000 7.92 144 240 ca. 3

Poldirad 1150 15.67 130 300 10
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Table 3. Scan time intervals for the radars of the triple-Doppler analysis.

Feldberg Türkheim Karlsruhe analysis time

14:30–14:37 14:30–14:37 14:30–14:34 14:35
14:45–14:52 14:45–14:52 14:50–14:54 14:50
15:00–15:07 15:00–15:07 15:00–15:04 15:05
15:15–15:22 15:15–15:22 15:20–15:24 15:20
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Fig. 1. Origin and north-easterly propagation of cool cloud tops (10.8 µm brightness tempera-
ture below 5 ◦C) relative to the topography of the Black Forest during the 80 min period of the
thunderstorm cumulus and early mature state. COPS supersites are marked by gray diamonds
(A: Achern, H: Hornisgrinde, M: Murg-Valley), radar sites by circles (D: Doppler on wheels,
F: Feldberg, P: Poldirad, K: Karlsruhe, T: Türkheim), course of rivers (1: Kinzig, 2: Murg). The
rectangle indicates the area (30×55 km2) of detailed multiple-Doppler analyses (“+” marks
origin within Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of cloud system characteristics derived from remote sensing instruments.
Upper panel: minimum brightness temperature of IR channel (10.8 µm) with corresponding cloud top
height (assuming wet adiabatic lapse rate), and estimated cloud top heights from PPI scans of 3 radars
(F: Feldberg, T: Türkheim, P: Poldirad). Lower panel: difference between minimum brightness temper-
atures of WV (6.2 µm) and IR (10.8 µm) channels, maximum radar reflectivity measured by Poldirad (at
2° elevation), and lightning rate detected by LINET.
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Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of cloud system characteristics derived from remote sensing instru-
ments. Upper panel: minimum brightness temperature of IR channel (10.8 µm) with correspond-
ing cloud top height (assuming wet adiabatic lapse rate), and estimated cloud top heights from
PPI scans of 3 radars (F: Feldberg, T: Türkheim, P: Poldirad). Lower panel: difference between
minimum brightness temperatures of WV (6.2 µm) and IR (10.8 µm) channels, maximum radar
reflectivity measured by Poldirad (at 2◦ elevation), and lightning rate detected by LINET.
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Fig. 3. Mid-cloud flow structures from triple-Doppler analyses at 5 km (msl) in 15 min intervals: hori-
zontal wind vectors every 3 km outside and 1 km inside or near the cloud structure, colour coded vertical
velocity (positive values for upward motion), and averaged reflectivity isolines (10 dBZ intervals, start-
ing from 10 dBZ). The origin (0,0) is located at 48.3329° north, 8.3335° east. Lines in b) and c) mark
available azimuth angles for Poldirad RHI scans from 14:43 to 14:53, and 15:03 to 15:23, respectively.
Red Lines in b) and d) denote vertical cross sections in Figures 10 and 13, respectively; the rectangle in
a) denotes the edge of Figure 9.
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Fig. 3. Mid-cloud flow structures from triple-Doppler analyses at 5 km (m.s.l.) in 15 min intervals:
horizontal wind vectors every 3 km outside and 1 km inside or near the cloud structure, colour
coded vertical velocity (positive values for upward motion), and averaged reflectivity isolines
(10 dBZ intervals, starting from 10 dBZ). The origin (0,0) is located at 48.3329◦ north, 8.3335◦

east. Lines in (b) and (c) mark available azimuth angles for Poldirad RHI scans from 14:43 to
14:53, and 15:03 to 15:23, respectively. Red Lines in (b) and (d) denote vertical cross sections
in Figs. 10 and 13, respectively; the rectangle in (a) denotes the edge of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 4. Visual appearance of the early mature state cumulonimbus from different perspectives in com-
bination with various retrieved physical parameters. Right: levelled photograph from Poldirad site at
14:42 UTC (Black Forest silhouette recovered from digital elevation model: green line) with maximum
values along lines of sight for reflectivity (black contours from 0 dBZ with 10 dBZ intervals) and vertical
motion (updraft: red contours at 4, 11 m/s; downdraft: blue dotted line at -4 m/s) from triple-Doppler
analysis at 14:35; positions of intra-cloud and ground lightning until 14:45 are indicated by yellow dia-
monds. Left: position of cloud system with shadow as seen from Meteosat for three consecutive times
relative to Poldirad (red square) and 18°-wide-viewing angle.
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Fig. 4. Visual appearance of the early mature state cumulonimbus from different perspectives
in combination with various retrieved physical parameters. Right: levelled photograph from
Poldirad site at 14:42 UTC (Black Forest silhouette recovered from digital elevation model:
green line) with maximum values along lines of sight for reflectivity (black contours from 0 dBZ
with 10 dBZ intervals) and vertical motion (updraft: red contours at 4, 11 m s−1; downdraft:
blue dotted line at −4 m s−1) from triple-Doppler analysis at 14:35; positions of intra-cloud and
ground lightning until 14:45 are indicated by yellow diamonds. Left: position of cloud system with
shadow as seen from Meteosat for three consecutive times relative to Poldirad (red square) and
18◦-wide-viewing angle.
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Fig. 5. Temporal development of profiles of horizontal wind speed (red) and direction (blue) measured
by sounding at supersite ’Hornisgrinde’ at 14:00 and retrieved mean values from triple-Doppler analyses.
Error bars display the standard deviation of mean wind speed for triple-Doppler retrievals.
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Fig. 6. Temporal development of profile statistics of mean vertical velocity (w) from triple-Doppler anal-
yses: average of all values with standard deviation (red), average of updrafts (green), and of downdrafts
(blue).
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Fig. 5. Temporal development of profiles of horizontal wind speed (red) and direction (blue)
measured by sounding at supersite “Hornisgrinde” at 14:00 and retrieved mean values from
triple-Doppler analyses. Error bars display the standard deviation of mean wind speed for triple-
Doppler retrievals.
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Fig. 5. Temporal development of profiles of horizontal wind speed (red) and direction (blue) measured
by sounding at supersite ’Hornisgrinde’ at 14:00 and retrieved mean values from triple-Doppler analyses.
Error bars display the standard deviation of mean wind speed for triple-Doppler retrievals.
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Fig. 6. Temporal development of profile statistics of mean vertical velocity (w) from triple-
Doppler analyses: average of all values with standard deviation (red), average of updrafts
(green), and of downdrafts (blue).
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Fig. 7. Consistency check for triple-Doppler results expressed by root mean square deviation comparing
observed radial velocities from each individual radar with retrieved values. For the calculation, elevation,
azimuth, and location of radars for all four retrieval runs was taken into account (see Table 3).
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Fig. 7. Consistency check for triple-Doppler results expressed by root mean square deviation
comparing observed radial velocities from each individual radar with retrieved values. For the
calculation, elevation, azimuth, and location of radars for all four retrieval runs were taken into
account (see Table 3).
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Fig. 8. Detailed wind field parameters of RHI scan from Poldirad at 14:43: a) reflectivity with overlaid
wind field (black arrows mark updrafts > 2 m/s) from fourfold-Doppler analysis projected onto RHI-
plane (red line in Figure 3b), b) measured radial velocity by Poldirad with marked areas of retrieval
discrepancies (see text for details), and c) Doppler spectral width with overlaid lightning positions (black
circles within less than 1 km from RHI-plane). 41

Fig. 8. Detailed wind field parameters of RHI scan from Poldirad at 14:43: (a) reflectivity with
overlaid wind field (black arrows mark updrafts >2 m s−1) from fourfold-Doppler analysis pro-
jected onto RHI-plane (red line in Fig. 3b), (b) measured radial velocity by Poldirad with marked
areas of retrieval discrepancies (see text for details), and c) Doppler spectral width with overlaid
lightning positions (black circles within less than 1 km from RHI-plane).
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Fig. 9. Collocation of lightning positions and depth of vertical updraft columns (with threshold of 5 m/s)
from triple-Doppler analysis at 14:35 UTC (see rectangle in Figure 3a). Lightning flashes are labelled
by two-minute intervals, with ’1’ starting at 14:39 UTC; red line denotes position of RHI scan shown in
Figures 8 and 10.
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Fig. 9. Collocation of lightning positions and depth of vertical updraft columns (with threshold of
5 m s−1) from triple-Doppler analysis at 14:35 UTC (see rectangle in Fig. 3a). Lightning flashes
are labelled by two-minute intervals, with “1” starting at 14:39 UTC; red line denotes position of
RHI scan shown in Figs. 8 and 10.
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Fig. 10. Polarimetric radar parameters within RHI scan from Poldirad at 14:43: a) differential reflectivity
ZDR, b) linear polarization ratio LDR, c) differential reflectivity hail signal HDR, and d) hydrometeor
classification after Höller et al. (1994). Black lines in a) to c) denote ordinary reflectivity contours from
10 dBZ in intervals of 10 dBZ.
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Fig. 10. Polarimetric radar parameters within RHI scan from Poldirad at 14:43: (a) differential
reflectivity ZDR, (b) linear polarization ratio LDR, (c) differential reflectivity hail signal HDR, and
(d) hydrometeor classification after Höller et al. (1994). Black lines in (a) to (c) denote ordinary
reflectivity contours from 10 dBZ in intervals of 10 dBZ.
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Fig. 11. Time evolution of hydrometeor profiles obtained from adjacent RHIs of Poldirad for reference
times a) 14:43, b) 14:53, c) 15:03, and d) 15:13 UTC.
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Fig. 11. Time evolution of hydrometeor profiles obtained from adjacent RHIs of Poldirad for
reference times (a) 14:43, (b) 14:53, (c) 15:03, and (d) 15:13 UTC.
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Fig. 12. Location and extend of cloud-top structure using parallax corrected cloud-top positions from
Meteosat (dots with color coded IR brightness temperature) and triple-radar derived cloud-top height as
contours (black: 8 km, red: 12 km and 13 km). Red line in d) marks vertical cross section displayed in
Figure 13.
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Fig. 12. Location and extent of cloud-top structure using parallax corrected cloud-top positions
from Meteosat (dots with color coded IR brightness temperature) and triple-radar derived cloud-
top height as contours (black: 8 km, red: 12 km and 13 km). Red line in (d) marks vertical cross
section displayed in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Dissipation of thundercloud at 15:20 UTC. Top-right: vertical cross section from triple-Doppler
analysis with averaged reflectivity and horizontal wind vectors (only every fourth vector is plotted, the
dotted line marks the level of Figure 3). Top-left: Meteosat visible channel with Poldirad location (red
square), position of cross section (black line), and viewing directions (yellow lines) of cross section and
photo. Bottom: levelled photograph taken from Poldirad site at 15:24 (recovered terrain silhouette as
dashed green line), overlayed with maximum triple-Doppler radar reflectivity (black contours at 10, 20
and 30 dBZ), updrafts higher than 2 m/s (red), and downdrafts lower than -2 m/s (blue) along lines of
sight.
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Fig. 13. Dissipation of thundercloud at 15:20 UTC. Top-right: vertical cross section from triple-
Doppler analysis with averaged reflectivity and horizontal wind vectors (only every fourth vector
is plotted, the dotted line marks the level of Fig. 3). Top-left: Meteosat visible channel with
Poldirad location (red square), position of cross section (black line), and viewing directions
(yellow lines) of cross section and photo. Bottom: levelled photograph taken from Poldirad site
at 15:24 (recovered terrain silhouette as dashed green line), overlayed with maximum triple-
Doppler radar reflectivity (black contours at 10, 20 and 30 dBZ), updrafts higher than 2 m s−1

(red), and downdrafts lower than −2 m s−1 (blue) along lines of sight.
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Fig. 14. Simulated cloud characteristics: reflectivity as black isolines (10 dBZ intervals, strating from
10 dBZ), horizontal wind (arrows) and vertical motion (color coded) at 5 km from Meso-NH episode
simulation nested down to 0.5 km horizontal resolution.
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Fig. 14. Simulated cloud characteristics: reflectivity as black isolines (10 dBZ intervals, starting
from 10 dBZ), horizontal wind (arrows) and vertical motion (color coded) at 5 km from Meso-NH
episode simulation nested down to 0.5 km horizontal resolution.
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Fig. 15. Observation versus simulation at 14:55. Top left: model generated brightness temperature;
values below 5°C in white. Bottom left: three-channel MSG composite with Vosges, Rhine valley,
and elongated cloud system above the eastern part of the Black Forest; red crosses denote corners of
the nested simulation domain. Right: perspective view from NW on the 15-km-high computational
box above the model topography; thresholds for iso-surfaces are indicated for cloud water (red), radar
reflectivity (white), and ice water (blue).
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Fig. 15. Observation versus simulation at 14:55. Top left: model generated brightness tempera-
ture; values below 5 ◦C in white. Bottom left: three-channel MSG composite with Vosges, Rhine
valley, and elongated cloud system above the eastern part of the Black Forest; red crosses de-
note corners of the nested simulation domain. Right: perspective view from NW on the 15-km-
high computational box above the model topography; thresholds for iso-surfaces are indicated
for cloud water (red), radar reflectivity (white), and ice water (blue).
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Fig. 16. Schematic view of main processes during mature state: downdrafts were generated close to the
updrafts so that the resulting cut-off further updrafts
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Fig. 16. Schematic view of main processes during mature state: downdrafts were generated
close to the updrafts so that further updrafts were suppressed.
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